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ABSTRACT

Document level sentiment analysis, the task of determining
whether the sentiment expressed in a document is positive
or negative, is commonly performed by supervised
methods. As with all supervised tasks, obtaining training
data for these methods can be expensive and timeconsuming. Some semi-supervised approaches have been
proposed that rely on sentiment lexicons. We propose a
novel supervised and a novel semi-supervised sentiment
analysis method that are both based on a probabilistic
graphical model, without requiring any lexicon. Our semisupervised method takes advantage of the numerical ratings
that are often included in online reviews (e.g., 4 out of 5
stars). While these numerical ratings are related to
sentiment, they are noisy and hence, by themselves, they
are an imperfect indicator of reviews’ sentiments. We
incorporate unlabeled user reviews as training data by
treating the reviews’ numerical ratings as sentiment labels
while modeling the ratings’ noisy nature. Our empirical
results, utilizing a corpus of labeled sentences from hotel
reviews and unlabeled hotel reviews with numerical ratings,
show that treating reviews’ ratings as noisy and utilizing
them to augment a small amount of labeled sentences
outperforms strong existing supervised and semi-supervised
classification-based and lexicon-based approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis, the task of determining whether a text
expresses positive sentiment, negative sentiment, or is
neutral, is an active research topic with many applications.
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Sentiment analysis has grown in importance with the
growth of social media. Many organizations benefit from a
better understanding of the opinions and feelings expressed
by groups and individuals towards an entity of interest.
Sentiments are often expressed in online reviews of an
entity, such as reviews of a restaurant, movie, hotel, etc. For
example, potential patrons of a restaurant can benefit from
knowing whether the sentiment expressed towards the
restaurant is primarily positive or negative, whereas the
restaurant’s management can benefit from knowing the
negative aspects its customers talk about. The former
requires sentiment analysis at the document (i.e., review)
level, whereas the latter requires sentiment analysis at the
aspect level (i.e., knowledge of the sentiment towards an
aspect of the restaurant, such as its service). By treating
each sentence as a separate document, document level
sentiment analysis can be directly performed at the sentence
level.
Though aspect level sentiment analysis may sound more
powerful at first, both types of analysis perform well in
different situations. Document level sentiment analysis is
useful for predicting the overall sentiment of documents,
such as reviews, or of each sentence within a document. An
example application of document level sentiment analysis is
a hotel review database, in which the potential customers or
management may query the database for sentences
containing a keyword, such as “renovation,” and view
whether the sentences returned for a hotel are
predominantly positive or negative in respect to that
keyword. For example, as a hotel is undergoing a major
renovation, the management might search for “renovation”
to find out whether sentences that mention the term
“renovation” are indicators of customers being more
pleased with the newly renovated sections of the hotel or
displeased with the extra noise and traffic accompanying
the renovation process. Similarly, upon learning of ongoing
renovations, a customer may search for “renovation” to
learn whether she should avoid the hotel until the
renovation is complete. This task is well-suited to document
(i.e., review) level sentiment analysis as we are only
concerned with knowing the sentiments expressed in the

user review sentences returned by a search query; an
information retrieval system returns the sentences of
interest and a document-level sentiment analysis system
determines the retrieved sentences’ sentiments. Aspect level
sentiment analysis, on the other hand, could perform this
task only if every search query could be mapped directly to
an aspect (i.e., characteristic or attribute). Using the above
example, the keyword “renovation” may not be an aspect of
hotel; hence, the user query would not be able to find the
reviewers’ sentiments about it by applying aspect level
sentiment analysis. Aspect level sentiment analysis would
produce incorrect results when the query cannot be mapped
directly to an aspect. For example, a document level
method would indicate that the sentence “despite the major
inconveniences caused by the ongoing renovation outside,
the pool was clean” is negative or neutral, as would a
human annotator. Assuming that “renovation” is not an
aspect, but “pool” is, an aspect level method would detect a
positive sentiment towards “pool.” It would be incorrect,
however, to say that this sentence is expressing a positive
sentiment only because of the sentiment towards the pool.
Supervised methods have often been applied to sentiment
analysis at the document level, such as in (Paltoglou &
Thelwall, 2010). By definition, supervised methods require
training data, which is often difficult to obtain. In the
context of sentiment analysis, training data consists of
documents (or sentences) and labels indicating whether
each document is positive, negative, or neutral. The
documents must be manually labeled by human annotators
and the process of doing so is time consuming.
Furthermore, a recent work has found that a human
annotator’s accuracy does not increase with general
annotation experience; instead, it increases with experience
at a specific annotation task; that is, an annotator must
spend time gaining experience at a specific task before
achieving peak accuracy (Organisciak, Efron, Fenlon, &
Senseney, 2012). As we describe later in our Related Work
section, some efforts have proposed semi-supervised
methods that combine supervised methods with a general
sentiment lexicon (Melville, Ox, & Lawrence, 2009; L.
Qiu, Zhang, Hu, & Zhao, 2009; Tan, Wang, & Cheng,
2008). These semi-supervised approaches require
significantly less human effort, as they require less training
data than a fully supervised approach; the sentiment lexicon
they require (a list of words and their sentiments) can be
built once and reused.
We propose a supervised probabilistic graphical model and
a semi-supervised variant of the model; the semi-supervised
variant outperforms other strong supervised and semisupervised approaches. Our supervised model uses only
sentences annotated for sentiment by humans (“labeled
sentences”) as training data. Our semi-supervised model
combines labeled sentences with unlabeled user reviews
and the numerical ratings commonly associated with user
reviews (e.g., 3 out of 5 stars), as illustrated in Figure 1.
This semi-supervised method utilizes unlabeled user

reviews by treating the reviews’ numerical ratings as
sentiment labels while modeling the ratings’ noisy nature.
That is, the semi-supervised model treats the review ratings
as sentiment labels that are less accurate than the sentiment
labels provided by humans. We consider this to be semisupervised because the user reviews are not labeled by
human annotators. Furthermore, the numerical ratings
found in reviews are often noisy and imperfect indicators of
the sentiments expressed in reviews; their noisy nature must
be modeled before they can reliably be used to infer
sentiments. For example, a reviewer may give a hotel four
stars while expressing negative sentiment in the review
because she had high expectations (as might be the case
with a luxury hotel). Similarly, a reviewer might give a
hotel three stars while expressing both positive and negative
sentiments in the review, such as in Figure 1.
Our contributions are





Probabilistic Sentiment Analysis (PSA), a novel
supervised method for document level sentiment
analysis
Semi-supervised Probabilistic Sentiment Analysis
(S-PSA), a semi-supervised extension of PSA that
improves PSA’s performance by using both
labeled sentences and unlabeled user reviews as
training data
an evaluation of our methods and comparison with
several strong baselines

Figure 1. Semi-supervised model combines labeled
sentences with reviews that have numerical ratings

RELATED WORK

Much work has been done on sentiment analysis, which is
the task of determining whether the sentiment expressed in
a document (e.g., a review of a product or service) is
positive, negative, or neutral. Sentiment analysis can be
performed at the document (e.g., review) or aspect (e.g.,
product feature) level. Our method is focused on the
document level. Surveys of sentiment analysis methods can
be found in (Liu & Zhang, 2012) and (Pang & Lee, 2008).
At a high level, most methodologies for sentiment analysis
can be classified into a combination of three broad
categories: lexicon-based approaches, classification
approaches, and approaches that employ probabilistic
graphical models. Lexicon-based approaches match words
in a document against words in a sentiment lexicon to
determine whether they are predominantly positive or
negative. Classification approaches use training data, such
as a sentiment lexicon or documents that have been labeled
as positive or negative by humans, to train a
classifier/model to classify documents as positive or
negative. Lexicon-based and classification approaches often
overlap (hybrid) because sentiment lexicons can be used to
train a classifier.
Probabilistic graphical models, which are often used to
identify the aspects talked about in a document (e.g., the
speed, weight, and battery life of a laptop) and the
sentiments expressed towards these aspects (e.g., a reviewer
is pleased with the laptop’s battery life and unhappy with its
weight), identify aspects and sentiments by modeling how
documents are written. For example, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), a common
probabilistic graphical model used to model the topics
expressed in documents, models documents as mixtures of
topics and topics as distributions of words. While LDA’s
purpose is not to identify the sentiments expressed in
documents, it shares similarities with many models with
that purpose. The generative process of writing a document
that LDA models is roughly: (1) choose a mixture of topics
for the document to be about, (2) choose a topic for the next
word to be about, (3) choose a word related to the chosen
topic, (4) return to (2) to choose the next word, if the end of
document is not reached. When applied to existing
documents, LDA learns the word distribution associated
with each topic and the topic distribution associated with
each document.
Lexicon-based Approaches

(Hu & Liu, 2004) summarize users’ opinions of products by
identifying products’ features and the sentiments towards
these features in users’ reviews. They identify a sentence’s
sentiment by determining the dominant sentiment polarity
of the words in the sentence (i.e., determining whether more
words are positive or negative). Hu & Liu build a sentiment
lexicon to support this method. This lexicon is refined and
expanded in Liu’s later work; we will refer to it as Liu’s
lexicon. (Ding, Liu, & Yu, 2008) use Liu’s lexicon with a
scoring function that considers the distance between a

feature and its sentiment words. (G. Qiu, Liu, Bu, & Chen,
2009) further improve Liu’s lexicon by creating sentiment
word extraction rules based on the relationships between
sentiment words and the product features they are used
with. (Taboada, Brooke, Tofiloski, Voll, & Stede, 2011)
create a sentiment lexicon that incorporates sentiments’
intensities and defines the sentiment polarities of negated
words. We use the current version of Liu’s lexicon 1 (as of
March 2013) and the method in (Hu & Liu, 2004) as one of
our baselines; other methods that identify the sentiment
towards a feature cannot be directly applied to our task of
identifying sentiment at the document level.
Lexicons have been also used to create training data by
identifying documents with a strong sentiment polarity. The
sentiments attributed to these documents, by utilizing a
lexicon, are used as training data for the classifier, which
then predicts the sentiments of the remaining documents.
This approach is used in (Tan et al., 2008), which we use as
a baseline, and in (L. Qiu et al., 2009). A variant of this
approach, in which lexicons are combined with other
training data, is presented in (Melville et al., 2009).
Classification

The performance of various classifiers when applied to
sentiment analysis was evaluated in (Pang, Lee, &
Vaithyanathan, 2002); this study showed that Support
Vector Machine (SVM) using Boolean unigram features
performed the best (i.e., one feature per word is used to
indicate whether the word is present). The impact of
different feature types and feature weighting schemes was
further explored in (Kim, Li, & Lee, 2009; Ng, Dasgupta, &
Arifin, 2006; Paltoglou & Thelwall, 2010). These works
found that unigrams weighted by TF-IDF and boolean
unigrams generally perform well when compared with other
features. (Paltoglou & Thelwall, 2010) found that a variant
of TF-IDF that incorporates class information, Delta TFIDF, performed better. We use a SVM with unigram
features weighted by TF-IDF as a baseline; Delta TF-IDF
does not directly apply to our task since it incorporates
information for two classes whereas we have three classes
(positive, negative, and neutral).
Probabilistic Graphical Models

Much work has applied probabilistic graphical models to
the task of sentiment analysis with the purpose of
identifying the aspects (or topics) and sentiments expressed
in a document (Brody & Elhadad, 2010; Jo & Oh, 2011;
Lin & He, 2009; Mei, Ling, Wondra, Su, & Zhai, 2007;
Mukherjee & Liu, 2012a; Sauper, Haghighi, & Barzilay,
2011; Titov & McDonald, 2008). These methods model the
relationships between words, aspects, sentiments, and
documents. For example, the joint sentiment/topic model
(JST) described in (Lin & He, 2009) models a document as
a mixture of sentiment labels, each of which has a mixture
1
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of topics; words are chosen from topics, which in turn are
chosen from sentiments. Thus, each document may contain
multiple sentiments and each sentiment may be associated
with multiple aspects. For example, a restaurant review
might contain positive and negative sentiments; the positive
sentiment might be associated with the food and
atmosphere, while the negative sentiment might be
associated with the service.
All of these approaches differ from ours in that they
identify sentiment at the aspect level, whereas our approach
identifies sentiment at the document (review) level. Hence,
we do not compare with any aspect level approaches
because we model only the sentiment expressed in a
document rather than modeling both the aspects and
sentiment that are present. Our method can identify a
sentence from a review as positive, negative, or neutral,
whereas the aspect level methods identify the aspects
present in a review and the sentiment expressed towards
them. Both approaches are useful in different scenarios. We
incorporate easily obtainable, yet noisy, star rating
sentiments into our model to accurately identify sentiment
at the document level. Although most probabilistic
sentiment models are considered to be unsupervised, the
knowledge about aspect and sentiment word distributions
can be incorporated into many models’ priors. The
exception is (Mukherjee & Liu, 2012a), which uses
category seed words to group the identified aspects into
aspect categories. Our model is semi-supervised; that is, we
use a combination of review sentences annotated for
sentiment by humans and unlabeled reviews with only
numerical ratings, to learn sentiments' word distributions.
Probabilistic graphical models have also been used to
model attributes of reviews other than sentiment. While
they do not model sentiment, these models share some
similarities with the probabilistic models that do.
(Moghaddam & Ester, 2011; Wang, Lu, & Zhai, 2010,
2011) model the relationships between aspects and a
numeric rating (e.g., four out of five stars) associated with a
review. (Lu & Zhai, 2008) model the relationships between
experts’ opinions and casually expressed opinions.
Probabilistic graphical models have also been used to
summarize users’ feelings toward aspects of a service (Lu,
Zhai, & Sundaresan, 2009) and to analyze comments posted
in response to reviews (Mukherjee & Liu, 2012b).
METHODOLOGY

We first introduce our method, Probabilistic Sentiment
Analysis (PSA), a supervised generative probabilistic
model designed to identify the sentiment expressed in a
document. In our approach, each sentence in a review is
treated as a document. PSA is trained using sentences that
are labeled with the sentiment expressed in the sentence.
We then introduce our novel Semi-supervised Probabilistic
Sentiment Analysis (S-PSA) method, an extension of PSA
that can incorporate reviews’ numerical ratings into its
training.

Figure 2. PSA (training phase)
Probabilistic Sentiment Analysis

Probabilistic Sentiment Analysis (PSA) models the
sentiments present in a document similar to the way Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models the topics present in a
document (Blei et al., 2003). The similarities and
differences between LDA and PSA are discussed at the end
of this section. PSA takes as input a collection of
documents
, each consisting of
word
indexs
, where the value of each word
index
corresponds to a word in the vocabulary that is
composed of
distinct words. Let
be the number of
sentiments that can be expressed; we set K=3 for positive,
negative, and neutral sentiments. PSA’s tasks are then (1) to
learn the sentiment
of each word in a document , (2)
to learn the overall sentiment
of document , and (3) to
learn each sentiment’s word distribution . The word level
and document level sentiments,
and
are related
because both are drawn from a document level sentiment
distribution .
While PSA’s purpose is to identify the sentiment expressed
in a document, not to generate documents, it is helpful to
understand the generative process it models. Let
denote a Dirichlet distribution parameterized
by the vector and
denote a multinomial
distribution with one trial parameterized by the vector .
The generative process, also depicted in Figure 2, is then:





For each sentiment , choose a word distribution
for the sentiment
For each document
, choose a sentiment
distribution for the document
Choose an overall sentiment for the document
For each word in the document
o choose a sentiment for
o

that

word

choose a word from the sentiment’s word
distribution

Note that, as is the case with LDA, the Dirichlet
distributions are symmetric. That is, each
in the
hyperparameter vector has the same value, as does each
in the hyperparameter vector .
The document level sentiments
and the words in each
document
are observed by the model. The word level
sentiments
are latent variables because the model must
infer the sentiment of each word from its document’s
sentiment distribution and the sentiment word distribution
.
Given the hyperparameters
distribution is:

and

, the PSA’s

joint

Figure 3. S-PSA (training phase)
Semi-Supervised Probabilistic Sentiment Analysis

The first product is the product over the probability of each
sentiment, the second product is the product over the
probability of each document, and the last product is the
product over the probability of each word in a document.
To train PSA, we employ uncollapsed Gibbs sampling
(Casella & George, 1992), using the JAGS program
(Plummer, 2003), to obtain the distributions of and and
to obtain each
from a training set of documents. These
training documents must have sentiment labels so that each
can be observed.
After training, the sentiment labels of a set of testing
documents can be predicted. The document sentiment
predictions are made by treating each
as a latent variable
and treating
as an observed variable (using the
distribution of
obtained in the training phase). After
employing Gibbs sampling to estimate PSA’s distributions
on the new documents, the value of
and the distribution
of predict the documents’ sentiment labels.
If PSA did not model the document level sentiment , its
generative process would be equivalent to Latent Dirichlet
Allocation’s (LDA’s ) but with LDA’s topics interpreted as
sentiments. With the document level sentiment, PSA is
equivalent to Labeled LDA with topics interpreted as
sentiments (Ramage, Hall, Nallapati, & Manning, 2009).
Incorporating the document level sentiment
is important
in that it guides PSA to choose reasonable sentiments for
each word within a document. Note that, LDA does not
include a “document level topic”; if it did, then it would be
analogous to PSA’s document level sentiment. PSA also
significantly differs from LDA in that it is supervised.
PSA’s training phase obtains a sentiment word distribution
and its prediction phase predicts sentiments using that
distribution; LDA has a single unsupervised phase.

Semi-supervised Probabilistic Sentiment Analysis (S-PSA)
extends PSA to incorporate numerical review ratings in the
training process in addition to utilizing sentences with
sentiment labels. Note that the labeled sentences are
sentences taken from reviews, whereas review ratings are
associated with entire unlabeled reviews. To incorporate
unlabeled reviews, PSA’s generative process is modified so
that a document’s sentiment is drawn from a multinomial
distribution with =10 trials:


Choose an overall sentiment for the document

The rest of the generative process remains the same. S-PSA
is depicted in Figure 3. Note that the distribution that
is
drawn from with PSA, the categorical distribution, is a
special case of the multinomial distribution in which there
is only =1 trial.
In PSA,
is a scalar value that indicates the document’s
sentiment (e.g., “positive”), whereas in S-PSA,
is a
vector that indicates the number of “successes” for each
sentiment after performing =10 draws (e.g., <negative=2,
neutral=2, positive=6>). The number of successes for each
sentiment is influenced by , a new document level
variable.
Let be an index into the vector , so that
references
the number of successes for the negative sentiment,
references the number of neutral successes, and
references the number of positive successes. Let
denote the number of successes at position (e.g.,
is
the number of negative successes). Let
be the
document’s observed sentiment, with
being
negative, 1 being neutral, and 2 being positive.
is then
constructed as follows:

Informally, the number of successes for the observed
sentiment is
and the number of successes for the
other two sentiments is . For example, if
and the
document is positive,
= <negative=1, neutral=1,
positive=8>. Likewise, if
and the document is
positive,
= <negative=0, neutral=0, positive=10>.
This formulation allows us to add noise to the document
level sentiment observed by adjusting . Using a
allows us to express that the observed sentiment is not
perfectly reliable. While is technically document specific,
we use only two values for in this work: one value for
labeled sentences and one value for unlabeled reviews.
Unlabeled reviews should have a larger
than labeled
sentences because a review’s sentiment is estimated from
its numerical rating, whereas labeled sentences are
annotated by humans. S-PSA differs from Labeled LDA in
that is document specific and in that “topics” ( ) are
drawn from a multinomial distribution.

Figure 4. Example hotel review

S-PSA’s joint distribution remains the same as PSA’s.
Similarly, S-PSA is trained in the same manner as PSA:
each
is observed and is latent in the training phase,
while each
is latent and is observed in the prediction
phase.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 5. JAGS model for S-PSA

Data

Our hotel review dataset consists of 3,565 reviews for 10
hotels in Chicago, Illinois, USA. The hotels were manually
chosen by Orbitz employees to represent a wide range of
hotel types. Each review consists of a rating on a 1 – 5 scale
and review text. An example review is shown in Figure 4.
We refer to this collection of hotel reviews as the review
collection. The Punkt sentence tokenizer (Kiss & Strunk,
2006) was used to randomly select 240 sentences from the
reviews. Three members of Orbitz’s machine learning team
manually labeled these 240 sentences to indicate whether
the sentiment expressed in each was positive, negative, or
neutral. We will refer to this group of 240 sentences as the
labeled sentences. Note that while the reviews in the review
collection have ratings provided by the reviewers, these
ratings are noisy and thus may not be valid indicators of
reviews’ sentiments. For example, the review shown in
Figure 4 has a neutral rating (3 out of 5 stars), but there are
both negative and mildly positive sentiments expressed in
the review. We treat a rating of 3 as a neutral sentiment, a
rating lower than 3 as negative, and a rating higher than 3
as positive. A small subset of 48 sentences, randomly
selected from the labeled sentences, was used to choose the
parameters used by our models and the baselines.

PSA and S-PSA

In our experiments, each
in the symmetric Dirichlet
distribution was set to
, and each in the symmetric
Dirichlet distribution was set to
. These values were
empirically chosen based on results with the subset of 48
sentences described in the previous section (Data).
PSA and S-PSA’s distributions are obtained with Gibbs
sampling, which is a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
(Andrieu, De Freitas, Doucet, & Jordan, 2003). Three
Markov chains were used to perform the sampling. Each
Markov chain was run for 5,000 steps after an initial burnin period of 2,500 steps. The thinning parameter was set to
2, that is, every 2nd simulated draw was discarded. We
performed the sampling with JAGS (Plummer, 2003). The
JAGS model for S-PSA is shown in Figure 5.
Baselines

Our first baseline is a SVMlight (Joachims, 1999), with a
linear kernel and unigram term features weighted by TFIDF; this combination of features was found to perform best
in (Kim et al., 2009; Pang et al., 2002). We refer to this
baseline as SVM. In the S-PSA experiment, reviews from
the review collection can be used with this method as
training data by converting reviews’ ratings to sentiments as
previously explained in the Data section.
The second baseline is the current version of Liu’s lexicon
(as of March 2013) and the method in (Hu & Liu, 2004), as

described in the related work section. We refer to this
baseline as Lexicon.
Our third and final baseline is the approach described in
(Tan et al., 2008) that combines a lexicon-based approach
with a SVM classifier. With this method the sentiment of
n% of the documents is predicted with a lexicon; these
documents are then used to train a SVM classifier, which in
turn is used to predict the sentiment of the remaining
documents. We refer to this baseline as Lexicon-SVM. This
method is unsupervised because the sentences’ labels are
not used; they are predicted using the lexicon.
In a semi-supervised variant of Lexicon-SVM, which we
refer to as S-Lexicon-SVM, the training data is composed
of both labeled sentences and unlabeled reviews whose
ratings were predicted by the lexicon. That is, the SVM is
trained using all of the labeled sentences and n% of the
unlabeled reviews. We use n=40 when this method is used
with only labeled sentences, namely Lexicon-SVM, and
n=20 with the semi-supervised variant, namely S-LexiconSVM. These values of n were chosen to maximize the
methods’ performance on our data.
Metrics

We use precision, recall, and the F1 score as our metrics.
These metrics are often used to evaluate methods for
sentiment analysis and are also commonly used in the fields
of data mining and information retrieval, among others.
Precision is the fraction of a category’s (sentiment’s)
predictions that are correct, while recall is the fraction of a
category’s correct instances that were predicted as belong to
that category. In this work a category corresponds to a
sentiment (i.e., the categories are positive, negative, and
neutral). More formally,
and
, where

is the number of true positives,

is the number of false positives, and
is the number of
false negatives. The F1 score, which we will refer to as F1,
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
. When we report the average
value of a metric, we do so using a macro average (i.e, we
take the mean of the metric’s value across all three
categories).

Method

Average F1

Average
Precision

Average
Recall

PSA

0.55

0.56

0.55

Lexicon

0.53

0.67

0.44

SVM

0.53

0.51

0.55

LexiconSVM

0.34

0.32

0.36

Table 1: PSA results

Method

Average
F1

Average
Precision

Average
Recall

F1
change
from PSA

S-PSA

0.62

0.61

0.63

+13%

SVM

0.56

0.63

0.51

+2%

SLexiconSVM

0.48

0.52

0.44

-13%

Table 2: S-PSA results
EVALUATION

We evaluate our methodologies, PSA and S-PSA, by
comparing with the baselines described in the previous
section, in respect to precision, recall, and F1 metrics. First,
we present our results on PSA, Lexicon, SVM, and
Lexicon-SVM, using the labeled sentences; we find that
PSA’s prediction quality is comparable to the best
performing baseline. Next, we report results on S-PSA,
SVM, and S-Lexicon-SVM, using both the labeled
sentences and the review collection. We find that S-PSA
significantly outperforms other methods in respect to F1.
We then investigate the cause of S-PSA’s performance
improvement. Furthermore, we explore how S-PSA’s
performance changes when the number of reviews is
reduced.
All results were obtained using 5-fold cross-validation with
the supervised and semi-supervised methods (SVM,
Lexicon-SVM, S-Lexicon-SVM, PSA, and S-PSA).
PSA results

We used PSA, Lexicon, SVM, and Lexicon-SVM to predict
the sentiment of the labeled sentences described in the Data
section. We used 5-fold cross-validation to train the
supervised methods (PSA and SVM) on 80% of the data
and test them on the remaining 20%. The results are shown
in Table 1.
PSA, Lexicon, and SVM achieve close F1, with PSA
performing approximately 4% better than the other two
methods. Lexicon achieves a higher precision at the
expense of a lower recall. Lexicon-SVM performs
significantly worse, which is unsurprising given that it does
not take advantage of training data as PSA and SVM do.
Given the size of the labeled sentence collection, there may
not be enough training data for Lexicon-SVM to learn from.
Lexicon, which does not require any training and is thus not
affected by the size of the training data, performs better
than Lexicon-SVM.
S-PSA results

We used S-PSA, SVM, and S-Lexicon-SVM to predict the
sentiment of the labeled sentences. This experiment differs
from the previous (PSA) one, in that the methods in this
experiment also use the reviews and numerical ratings from
the review collection as training data.

Method

Average F1

Average
Precision

Average
Recall

PSAReviews

0.47

0.47

0.47

S-PSASents-0

0.55

0.56

0.55

S-PSASents-1

0.52

0.53

0.52

PSA

0.55

0.56

0.55

S-PSA

0.62

0.61

0.63

Table 3: Effect of modeling noise and including reviews
in S-PSA’s performance improvement

We previously described how SVM and S-Lexicon-SVM
use the reviews (Baselines section), and how S-PSA uses
the reviews (Methodology section).
We set S-PSA’s
for reviews and
for labeled
sentences. These values were empirically chosen based on
the results obtained on a subset of the data set (described in
the Data section). Intuitively,
means that a
document’s label is reliable but not perfectly reliable. For
example, if the document is positive, 10 draws from the
document’s sentiment distribution will result in 8 successes
for positive, 1 success for negative, and 1 success for
neutral. Similarly,
intuitively means that a
document’s label is marginally reliable; for a positive
document, 10 draws from the document’s sentiment
distribution results in 4 successes for positive, 3 successes
for negative, and 3 successes for neutral. The outcomes
with both values of correspond to what we believe the
reliability of a document’s label to be (i.e., review ratings
are less reliable than sentences’ sentiment labels).
S-Lexicon-SVM performs better than Lexicon-SVM (Table
1), but still performs worse than the other methods, as
shown in Table 2. This is not surprising given that SLexicon-SVM is not using the reviews’ numerical ratings.
S-PSA and SVM, which are able to take advantage of the
numerical ratings in the reviews, perform better. SVM
performs better than in the previous experiment, with an F1
2% higher than PSA’s. S-PSA performs significantly better
than any other method performed in either experiment; its
F1 is 13% higher than PSA’s and 11% higher than SVM’s.
S-PSA’s performance improvement

As described in the methodology section, the main
difference between PSA and S-PSA is that S-PSA models a
document’s sentiment distribution as a multinomial
distribution with 10 trials and introduces to model noisy
observations of a document’s sentiment. Furthermore,
another difference between the two is their training. S-PSA
is trained on unlabeled reviews as well as on labeled
sentences, whereas PSA is only trained on labeled
sentences.

Figure 6. Impact of the number of reviews on S-PSA

We hypothesize that S-PSA’s performance improvement
over PSA is caused by both these differences. That is, we
hypothesize that to outperform PSA, S-PSA must both use
reviews and model the noisy nature of the review ratings. In
this section we test this hypothesis by evaluating PSA and
S-PSA in the following configurations:





PSA-Reviews: Trained PSA on both the labeled
sentences and unlabeled reviews. Each labeled
sentence is treated as a document and each review
is treated as a document.
S-PSA-Sents-0: Trained S-PSA on only the
labeled sentences with
.
S-PSA-Sents-1: Trained S-PSA on only the
labeled sentences with
.

The results for these runs are shown in Table 3. For ease in
readability, we also include PSA’s results from Table 1 and
S-PSA’s results from Table 2.
F1 decreases when we train PSA using both the labeled
sentences and unlabeled reviews (PSA-Reviews); similarly,
F1 decreases when we train S-PSA on only the labeled
sentences (S-PSA-Sents-0 and S-PSA-Sents-1). These
results support our hypothesis that S-PSA’s performance
improvement comes from both modeling noise and
including reviews.
Performance impact of the review collection’s size

We have shown in the previous experiments that (1) S-PSA
performs better than the other methods and (2) S-PSA’s
performance improvement comes from both training on
reviews and modeling the noise in the reviews. In this
section we investigate the impact of the number of reviews
used on S-PSA’s performance. To do so, we ran S-PSA
with 5-fold cross-validation as before, but we varied the
number of reviews used for training. As before, we used
for reviews and
for labeled sentences.
The results are shown in Figure 6, which shows S-PSA’s F1
as a function of the number of reviews. S-PSA’s F1 score

remains close to PSA’s when it is trained on fewer than
1,000 reviews. S-PSA’s F1 increases to 0.58 when 1,000
reviews are used and to 0.62 when all the reviews are used.
CONCLUSION

We have proposed two methods for performing document
level sentiment analysis: PSA and S-PSA. PSA is
supervised; it uses sentences with sentiment labels as
training data. Our experiments show that PSA performs on
par with strong document level sentiment analysis
baselines. S-PSA is semi-supervised; it uses sentences with
sentiment labels and unlabeled reviews with noisy
numerical ratings as training data. S-PSA is able to learn
from review ratings by treating them as sentiment labels
that are less accurate than labeled sentences. PSA can be
run on any text, whereas S-PSA’s need for numerical
ratings prevents it from generalizing to types of documents
without numerical ratings. Future work could explore
whether numerical ratings can be replaced with a
confidence score from another sentiment analysis method;
this would allow S-PSA to generalize to other types of
documents.
We find that S-PSA outperforms PSA as well as strong
supervised and semi-supervised baselines. An analysis of SPSA’s performance finds that incorporating reviews
without modeling their noisy ratings is insufficient. This
supports our hypothesis that S-PSA’s improvement is
caused by both including reviews and modeling their noisy
ratings.
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